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YOD Design Lab                          Ukraine

Title: Restaurant "Stefano’s Fine Food Factory"   ~~~~~~~~   4 / 11
Studio "YOD Design Lab" is an active competitor of design 
services market in Ukraine since 2004.
As of today, it is a solid team of designers, architects, constructors 
and project managers. Studio numbers more than 30 successful 
projects in Kyiv, Kharkiv, Poltava, Rivne, Donetsk, Odessa.
Studio works mainly in the field of commercial interiors, generally 
hotels, restaurants, bars and cafes. Design process focuses on 
an individual approach to the object and the introduction of 
experimental art and design solutions which form the final image. 
Interior design is closely related to both, object and design of 
interior materials, so many pieces of furniture are designed 
individually. Building process develops new materials technology, 
so the design looks more like a laboratory, which formed the 
studio's name abbreviation. The main goal of the studio is to create 
an authentic object of preserving a harmonious communicational 
link between human and the environment.
All our facilities are implemented in Ukraine. However, our studio 
is interested in implementing our projects in other countries.
Since 2011 we actively work on neighboring countries markets: we 
are working on restaurant in the hotel and entertainment complex 
near Moscow (Russia) and realized project of urban cafe in Almaty 
(Kazakhstan).

HASSELL                                  Australia

Title: Yarra Lane Precinct ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 12 / 15
HASSELL is an international design practice with 14 studios in 
Australia, China, South East Asia and the United Kingdom. With 
more than 900 people and a track record spanning 75 years, we 
work globally across a diverse range of markets.
An interdisciplinary practice, we combine expertise in architecture, 
interior design, landscape architecture and planning with integrated 
sustainability and urban design capabilities.
As a single, privately owned partnership, each of our studios 
has the flexibility and autonomy to service both local and global 
clients, and the advantage of access to our combined resources and 
collective experience.

Kata Suto                                     Hungary

Title: KNRDY – Konrady American Steakhouse and Ba  ~~  16 / 21
Title: Dropshop ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  168 / 171
Suto_interior_architects is a design studio  established in 2000 and  
based in budapest , working in  europe and worldwide. Specializing 
in design of modern home-interiors and commercial projects like 
offices, bars and restaurants.

Anagrama                                       Mexico

Maxime Dautresm                          Brazil

Title:  Sal Curioso ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  30 / 35
Maxime Dautresme born in Brazil, raised in Japan, Korea and 
France. Maxime Dautresme started his career joining the prestigious 
Christian de Portzamparc. Atelier of Architecture in Paris, and later 
spent several years in New York, Miami, Shanghai and Hong Kong 
with TBWA, Ogilvy & Mather and DDB. In 2005 he established 
the branding and design consultancy agency Substance, now with a 
presence in Paris and Hong Kong.
Maxime has more than 13 years of experience in branding, 
industrial design, graphic design, packaging, interior design and 
web design, servicing clients as diverse as Moët et Chandon, Chivas 
Regal, L’Oreal Luxe, Dom Perignon, Hermès, The Financial Times, 
Reebok, Gildemeister, Lipton, Air France, MTV, Cointreau, Mind 
Offices and Motorola. His interior design work has been featured in 
leading international design publications and he has exhibited his 
photography in galleries around the world.
Awards and Publication:
Bronze, Spikes Asia. Merit, One Show. Silver, Digital Media 
Awards.
Winner, Red Dot Product Design. Winner, Red Dot Communication
Design. Cool Restaurant Miami, Te Neues. New Hotels, Taschen.

Creneau International                 Belgium

Title: Art Choc, Restaurant & Jewellery ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  36 / 39
Title: Balthazar, Wine bar ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  40 / 45
Title: Kiosco, HMSHost, Amsterdam Airport  ~~~~~~~~  164 / 167
Title: Fair Taste Café, HMSHost, Amsterdam Airport ~~  172 / 175
Creneau International is a global agency that connects brands, 
spaces and consumers through design concepts.
Since 1989, we have established a strong reputation as visionary 
and trendsetting designers. Our ideas of the anti-ordinary make 
brands flourish, products grow and businesses boom. Our added 
value is to provide full service: from all-round consultancy to 
concept development, from logo and packaging design to interior 
design, from implementation to franchise follow-up. Whether 
you are a challenger brand around the block or an iconic brand 
spanning the globe: we help you reach your audience. In shops, 
shops-in-shops, hotels, restaurants, bars or nightclubs as well as 
offices, showrooms, exhibition stands and events. For all we care, 
we tell your story on the moon. As long as you connect with your 
consumer. At Creneau International, we know your success is 
written in the stars. You just have to reach for it. 
www.creneau.com

Corvin Cristian                            Romania

Title: LACRIMI si SFINTI (TEARS and SAINTS) ~~~~~~  46 / 67
Title: PAPIOTA (THE SPOOL) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  176 / 191
Title: ATELIER MECANIC ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  192 / 205
Corvin Cristian is a Bucharest based designer trained as architect. 
He worked most of the last 10 years as Art Director for movie sets, 
including many major builds.  Designing period films as well as 
contemporary ones developed a versatility rarely happening in 
real-life projects. In between, Corvin designed trade fair pavilions 
(for Saab, Jeep, Chrysler, Dodge, Mercedes), bars, restaurants and 
clubs (Atelier Mecanic, Nemo, La Bonne Bouche, Lacrimi si Sfinti, 
Energiea), scenography for brand launches and other corporate 
events (Orange, Discovery), retail design (exclusively Nikon shop, 
Conformist: the Marithe +Francois Girbaud shop in Bucharest) and 
offices (Headvertising, Saga film). 

Foolscap Studio                           Australia 

Title: The Commons Local Eating House ~~~~~~~~~~~~~  68 / 71
Title: Shebeen Bar, Melbourne  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  206 / 213 
Founded in 2009, Foolscap is a young, enthusiastic and energetic 
creative studio, with a focus on innovation and experiential design.
Our approach to design combines creativity with practicality. Our 
team is encouraged to be as imaginative as possible, whilst ensuring 
that all practical issues are professionally administered.
Foolscap’s projects are centred around the interior environment and 
our growing understanding of how we interact with, and experience 
it. We believe in the power of design and storytelling to create 
new meaning and potential for an environment, product, brand or 
organisation.

Jon Darsky                                        USA

Title: Del Popolo (Pizza Truck in San Francisco, CA)  ~~~~  72 / 75
Native New Yorker Jon Darsky has been a fan of pizza and baseball 
since he was a kid.  The Los Angeles Dodgers win of the 1988 World 
Series is still important to him. If he is sometimes a little reluctant 
when it comes to the term Pizzaiolo—preferring the phrase dough 
guyinstead—it’s very likely he’s the only professional baseball 
scout turned Pizzaiolo (or dough guy) in the Bay Area.

Erik Olovsson                                Sweden                    

Title:Erik’s Design Bus ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  76 / 79
Studio E.O was founded 2013 by designer Erik Olovsson. The 
studio is located just outside Södermalm in Stockholm/Sweden. 
Studio E.O’s practise was founded and continues to have a strong 
connection to graphic design and imagery, but the works extends to 
tangible and spatial works.

Minas Kosmidis                              Greece

Title: Relanti ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  80 / 83
Title: Think Beer ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  222 / 227
Title: Theatro ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  228 / 233
Studio Minas Kosmidis [Architecture In Concept], establishes his 
first architectural studio in the town of Komotini in 1993, and his 
second in the town of Thessaloniki in 1998, with operations around 
Greece. The studio undertakes private projects, both housing and 
professional, with a specialization in Hotels, Shops, and mainly in 
the area of dining and entertainment establishments.
Architect Minas Kosmidis graduated from the School of 
Architecture of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in 1988 
and in 1991 he completed  his postgraduate studies in “Industrial 
Design” with a state scholarship from “EOMMEX”, at the École 
d’ Architecture de Paris-Conflans in the department of “Étude et 
Creation de Mobilier” in Paris, France. 
Using the abstraction, the neatness of lines, the clarity, the 
transparency, the symmetry, the flow, the balance of volumes, the 
elements of nature and the light as tools, he is inspired to create 
unique projects, which combine full functionality and unique 
aesthetics.

Norm Architects                          Denmark  

Title: Restaurant HÖST ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  84 / 97
NORM is a multidisciplinary design studio focusing on residential 
architecture, commercial interiors and industrial design. NORM 
was founded in 2008 by architects Kasper Rønn and Jonas Bjerre-
Poulsen by their vocation to create timeless architecture and 
meaningful design products.
The justification of a product lies in its ability to differentiate; 
aesthetically and in functionality. With a determined focus on the 
good idea, right materials and fine craftsmanship, NORMs primary 
endeavour is to create useful products, appealing design, and 
architecture that captures and inspire life.

Principioattivo Architetti                Italy

Title: Pavé  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  98 / 101
Principioattivo si costituisce come un laboratorio di idee che affronta 
tipologie progettuali differenti – residenziale, commerciale, espositivo 
e terziario – fornendo una risposta complessiva per perseguire la 
visione d’insieme del progetto.
La concertazione, intesa come elemento fondante di ogni progetto, 
nasce dallo scambio reciproco all’interno del gruppo di lavoro e dal 
confronto continuo con il committente.
Principioattivo  is a laboratory of ideas that deals with different design 
types – residential, commercial, exhibition and tertiary sector. We 
provide comprehensive solutions in pursuit of a project’s vision as a 
whole.

Luigi Mattiucci                                Italy

Title: Pescheria Mattiucci  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  102 / 109
Luigi Mattiucci is the owner of Pescheria Mattiucci, with locations 
in Naples,London and Milan.
He describes himself as a sailor.
The design are part of his philosophy, to create an ambient were 
people feel comfortable and cozy.

Marco Bruni                                     Italy

Title: U BARBA  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  114 / 121

Bugs design consultants           Hong Kong

Title: MEZZA LUNA in Camelot ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  122 / 129
Title: Hanagushi Japanese Restautant ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  130 / 137
Bugs is a design house combining our skills in interior design, fine 
art and environment design respectively. Never conform to the 
norms: we tackle any kind of design project like a free radical. We 
do think that every design should be a mean of self-expression and 
discovery for both bugs and our clients. So we take into account the 
interests our client at every stage, rendering the finished work to be 
both very personal and innovative.

Abraham Cherem                           Mexico

DINN! and Crea International         Italy

Title: Restaurant Banking Design ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  144 / 149
DINN! is an italian design consultancy that operates with a Design 
Insighting Process© to innovate and create Brands, Spaces, 
Products and Services.
DINN! works globally crossing several industries with a main focus 
in food, financial services, telecoms and leisure. DINN! is based in 
Milan where performed, creative and interdisciplinary people work 
with passion and enthusiasm boosting innovation design.
CREA international is the Italian physical brand design company 
which aims to create competitive values for clients by driving 
service desing innovation and brand design within physical space.

Rooms                                            Georgia  

Title: Vong  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  150 / 155
Title: Restaurant ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  156 / 163
Title: Iveria Launge Bar ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  252 / 259
Title: Cloud ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  260 / 269
We are designers Nata   and Keti , born in Tbilisi, Georgia, in 
spring, 1981.  We studied together on Interior Design faculty at 
Tbilisi Academy of Arts. After the graduation we founded company 
Rooms. We live in Tbilisi, have a nice studio and work on lots 
of local interior and product design projects. We are proud to be 
the first Georgian designers, whose work was presented at the 
international exhibitions. 
As we are from the country, where we had to live in different eras, 
mix of Asian and European cultures, one can feel an influence on 
our design ideas. 

Mode:Lina Architekci                   Poland

Title: Fiesta Del Vino Wine Bar ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  214 / 221
Show us your breakfast, we'll show you your kitchen.
Good design is not just good looks.
It simply has to work and help you acheive your business and 
personal goals.

Title: Teavana Santa Fe  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  138 / 143
ARQ. Abraham Cherem 
Born  1982, Mexico City.
Bachelor Degree in Architecture, Universidad Iberoamericana (2001-
2006).
Every project represents a new opportunity to learn and solve the 
client’s needs. It seeks to give a logical solution of architecture and 
interior design, going beyond the client’s basic requests and always 
innovating with environmentally conscious materials.Making an effort 
to have unique and efficient solutions as a result of a complete and 
rich process based on communication to reach excellence on the final 
product. Aware of the influence of every one of the projects made, not 
only on the client, but also on the community, country and planet."

Title: Ketel One Bar | London | ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  234 / 235
Born in Cape Town South Africa, British designer Christopher 
Jenner established his studio at the end of 2010.
Christopher designs through words to capture the ‘truth’ of a brand.
Implementing a concept of ‘fractal discovery’ to deconstruct and 
analyse the inherent values of a project, reassembling the assets via 
propositions to create layered, emotively magical solutions.
Similar in nature to a pointillist painting where one relies on the 
eye to create a picture out of a puzzle. Artisanal skill is evident 
in the immense detail of his work, lending a tangible luxury and 
distinction.
He is currently working globally implementing projects in luxury 
lifestyle and hospitality.

Christopher Jenner                        Britain

BRO.KAT                                      Poland

Title: 'CHOCOLATE' shop and bar ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  236 / 241
Name of our studio is a transformation of our names (Bogna, 
Roma) and the city in which we live and work, i.e. Katowice. The 
combination makes up bro.Kat (also Polish for brocade) that may 
be associated with something shiny and decorative. Our company 
originated in common passion for architecture and products. We 
are not only business partners, but also friends and thus, our work 
environment is both cooperative and creative.

Title: Aschan Deli ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  270 / 273
We are a creative agency focused on branding and design. We create 
and renew brands.
Bond is founded and run by designers. We work for clients who value 
creative and practical ideas. We demonstrate our expertise through our 
work rather than talking, because design is, first and foremost, a craft 
for us.
We design, visualize and define brands in a way that help companies 
differentiate themselves from the competition. This can mean creating 
brand identities, branded environments, packaging, experiential web 
services or advertising.
We are agile and designer-driven. Our clients appreciate working 
directly with the designers.
We believe in quality because it is the only thing that stands the test 
of time.

Title: Vetti Cafe ( La Marzocco Flagship Store in Taipei) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  274 / 281
PLAN is a New York based architecture, design and strategy firm and 
founded in 2005.
In 2010 we established Taipei office expands its service reach to Greater 
China. In the past
8 years, while assisting its clients’ rapid expansion, PLAN has touched 40 
plus states across the U.S. and has drawn clientele from a global market, 
including Asia. PLAN’s basic belief is that design and creativity must come 
from your business core values and be inspired by the story of your work.
Our strategic design approach, which supports and improves your business 
performance, looks to your company’s past, is nurtured by your present 
and evolves with your changing prospects. To us, aesthetics and style are 
dynamic not static. Therefore, PLAN stands by its motto: You come to 
PLAN for design; we craft the most competitive strategy for you in return.

Standert Design GmbH               Germany

Title: Standert Bicycles ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  110 / 103
Max von Senger _ bike shop & cafe owner _ standert.de
Standert is a bike shop and café located in the center of buzzing 
Berlin. We aim to be like your living room - only equipped with 
a real good coffee machine, there's always cold beer in the fridge 
and there's a guy on the sofa next to you, who want's to help you 
ride your dream bike.

Bond Creative Agency                   Finland 

Tejal Mathur                                             India
Title: Pali Bhavan-An Indian Restaurant  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  282 / 285
Tejal Mathur an interior designer established her design practice, Team Design 
in 1998.
Our project profile outlines works in the field of interior design and architecture, 
which mainly covers residential, retail and commercial spaces. We earned a 
nomination in the category of a retail space in 2003 and was a runner-up in 
the category of a residential space in 2004 respectively; at the esteemed Indian 
Institute of Interior Designers Award presentations.
We subsequently won in the category of a residential space in 2009 at the Indian 
Institute of Interior Designers Awards

Kai Bröer                                             Germany

Title: Westberlin Bar&Shop ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 286 / 291
Kai Bröer, owner of ‚westberlin’ coffeebar&mediashop.
Born 22. July 1970 in Heidelberg.
Finished gymnasium, went to the army and in 1990 moved to Berlin to study 
architecture.
After finishing university moved to London for 2 ½ years to work for ‚urban 
salon’, a small, hip architectural practice.
Back in berlin opened ‚bfs d’ with two close friends from university: a design 
and architectural practice focussing on interior design work for private clients 
mostly.
www.bfs-design.com

Title: Montero  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  22 / 29
We are an international branding firm with offices in Monterrey 
and Mexico City. Our clients include companies from varied 
industries in countries all around the world.   Besides our history 
and experience with brand development, we are also experts in the 
design and development of objects, spaces, software and multimedia 
projects.   We create the perfect balance between a design boutique, 
focusing on the development of creative pieces paying attention 
to the smallest of details, and a business consultancy providing 
solutions based on the analysis of tangible data to generate best fit 
applications.   Our services reach all of the branding spectrum from 
strategic consulting to fine tune brand objectives for the company 
to logotype, peripherals and captivating illustration design.   Since 
our creation, we decided to break the traditional creative agency 
scheme, integrating multidisciplinary teams of creative and 
business experts.   A well managed and positioned brand represents 
a powerful asset for the company´s total value. It is a sales tool and 
a client loyalty promoter.   We love new challenges and we address 
them accordingly with an experienced team of collaborators 
focused on adding value to all of our projects.

Jennifer Liu                                     Hong Kong

Title: The Coffee Academïcs  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  292 / 299
Jennifer Liu graduated from Cornell University New York, with a Bachelor 
of Architecture degree. She is a well-established female entrepreneur based 
in Hong Kong. She is the Founder & Chairman of ‘JWF Design Associates' 
and ‘Sir Hudson Hospitality Limited’, which operates Hong Kong's third 
largest coffee brand - "caffe HABITU", several destination restaurants and 
a world class coffee education institute. 
Her latest business ventures include "The Coffee Academïcs" - a specialty 
coffee leader in the market with on-site coffee roasting and cupping 
facilities. 
Apart from the coffee retail business, Jennifer leads the boutique design 
house ‘JWF Design Associates’ - specializing in hospitality, lifestyle, 
fashion, brand design and retail that receives many important international 
recognition. 
Jennifer spends her time living in Hong Kong, and travels extensively for 
inspirations.

Design BONO                                          Korea

Title: Toffee The Sόl  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  300 / 317
Title: Coffee'n  Loaf  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  318 / 333
Design BONO is an authorized company for designs of International corporations, 
such as Hyundai department store, Shinsegae International(SI), Daemyung Leisure 
Town, SKII, Doosan Group and so on. In addition, we are working with various 
projects attaching importance to international luxury brand, such as Chanel and 
Ballantyne.
We designed and managed MULTI-COMPLEX (World Company)in China, and 
recently we are planning a multi-culture space in Bukyong, China. For international 
projects through publication, we participate New york Design Awards   2013(Travel   
+   Leisure   Design)   Retail   &   Restaurant   part, Restaurant & Bar Design Awards 
2013 in London, and BONO has been selected the next generation Interior Designer 
by monthly interior magazine as representative designer in Korea.

A+D Retail Store Design               Poland   

Title: AïOLI Cantine Bar Café Deli ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  242 / 251
The A + D RETAIL STORE DESIGN studio specializes in 
design, building and fitting of stores, retail chains, boutiques and 
showrooms.
We use augmented reality, visual merchandising, social behaviours 
etc to creat perfect commercial interiors.
We guarantee a thoughtful store design, careful finishing, functional 
furniture, unique architecture and excellent visual merchandising.
We have created shop concepts and/or stores for biggest 
international brands including: PGNiG (Polish national gas 
operator), PZU (Polish national insurance company), Levi's, Era 
(the biggest GSM - mobile phone operator in Poland), T-Mobile, 
Levi's, Lee, Wrangler, Adidas, Nike, Ecco, Nici, Sony, Bose, 
Pandora, Zone (DK), Motivi, Menbur, KappAhl, Chopard, 
Ingersoll Rand (IR), Praktiker, Geant, Wólczanka, Canada Goose 
(Canada) and others.
Our expertise covers all stages of retail design. We can start with 
logo idea and brand identity, then reflect it in store concept and 
continue with interior layout and furniture design. We prepare 
operating manuals to help implement the concept in the future.
We design, build and fit stores accross the whole Europe.
We always strive to make the best use of existing space within 
budget restrains and in due time. We pay attention to building a 
strong brand identity and creating a unique shopping experience.

Chinhua Huang / Tingyuan Chen         Taiwan

CONTENTS

Jean Jullien                                           France
Title:  Le Nid   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 334 / 343
Jean Jullien is a French graphic designer living and working in London. 
He comes from Nantes and did a graphic design degree in Quimper 
before coming to London. He graduated from Central Saint Martins in 
2008 and from the Royal College of Art in 2010. He works closely with 
the musician Niwouinwouin. His practice ranges from Illustration to 
photography, video, costumes, installations, books, posters and clothing 
to create a coherent yet eclectic body of work.
In 2011, he founded Jullien Brothers, a duo specialised in moving 
image:jullienbrothers.com
In 2012, he created News of the Times with Yann Le Bec and Gwendal Le 
Bec:newsofthetimes.tumblr.comDESIG
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Country: Ukraine \\\\\ Designer : Volodymyr Nepyivoda / Dmitriy Bonesko / Vitaliy Ivenko / Sergiy Andrienko ///// Design Agency: YOD Design Lab \\\\\  Photography :Andrey Avdeenko/////////////\\\\\\\\\\\\\\///////////////\\\\ "Stefano's Fine Food Factory" - a restaurant complex consists of an Italian cuisine restaurant, an Italian grocery shop, an oyster bar. The Italian restaurant is located in the historical 
part of the city, in the heart of Kiev. Object location had a considerable influence on the concept of institution. The take-away shop and the oyster bar are situated on the first floor. The 
stairway leading from the store to the second floor takes visitors to the restaurant with an entrance to the winter garden. The interior decoration neatly combines the Renaissance era and 
modern trends. After a number of experiments we found a decorative technique which we called the ‘pixel classics’. This method was used in furniture details and architectural elements 
of wall decoration. Each dining hall in restaurant reflects the mood of each season. The hall with aquarium is done in the mood of summer. Corals and rocks inside the aquarium are 
true pieces of art. The oyster bar reflects the time of winter. The key element of the oyster bar interior design is the backside wall. There is an oyster shell modulus lying in the base of 
complicated wall structure. What makes the hall with warm autumn atmosphere unique is a huge round chandelier with 1350 incandescent light bulbs. Winter garden with an open patio 
represents the time of spring.
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